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The Lentiest Lent - Tom Machin

So we are now into Eastertide, the joy of the resurrection is a real joy, even if we can’t celebrate it in the
communities we would like to. In addition to the great feeling of joy at our lords resurrection Easter gives us the
chance to reflect on Lent and how our time “in the desert” has impacted our lives. Many have referred to this lent
as “the lentiest of Lents” for me it’s been a lent of great trial but also great joy and a true deepening on my own
journey to know myself and the Lord more. 
 
Shortly before Lent I spoke to my spiritual director about the grand intentions I had for this year’s lent. I set
myself goals that would improve my relationship with God, my health and my approach to the world. I’m pleased
to say I kept some of them!! But COVID-19 changed a lot of things globally and certainly brought new challenges
to every element of our lives, including our faith. 
 
One of the challenges I set myself was to spend some time in silence with the Lord each morning. I’m incredibly
fortunate to live in a flat attached to a church and so for most mornings throughout lent I was able to sit in silence
in front of the lord, not praying, not speaking to God just sitting and listening to his voice. As lent drew on and the
pandemic heightened having that time each morning became of greater importance to me. I drew strength each
morning from knowing the lord was alongside me and would be with me throughout the day. 
 
Lent bore other fruits in my life that I never would have expected, thanks to the global pandemic. Whilst many
people might be feeling (justifiably) anxious, down or depressed about the current situation (myself included)
this pandemic has given us an incredible opportunity to re organise our priorities, to recognise who and what is
important to us and to make them the focus of our love and affection. Hopefully for many God will have become
the priority and focus that He ought to be. For me in addition to this I have recognised the importance of friends
and family, reached out to people who I’d lost touch with and realised how loved I am! So many people have
shown me love in ways I would never have expected and I am eternally grateful for that. 
 
So this lent has been different to every lent of my life in so many ways. My relationship with God has grown and
has been strengthened. My relationship with my family has blossomed and friendships have been strengthened
in ways I could never have dreamed. 
 
COVID-19 is and will continue to be a great destruction in our lives, many have died and sadly many will continue
to. It has driven us indoors and bought ordinary life to a halt. However, it has also bought great
opportunities, renewed relationships and refocused peoples priorities. 
 
Lent is a struggle, it is a challenge and it impacts our lives in many ways. Yet this lent more than ever has been 
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one of renewal and joy in my life; I know that it has made me a stronger person and I know my relationship with
God has been improved because of it.
 
Thanks be to God for lent 2020.
“The God of the valley is the God of the Mountain”

“No act of charity is foreign to the society”
Blessed Frédéric Ozanam


